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THE MODULI PROBLEM AND E∞ -RINGS RYAN E GRADY



A quick review of Ω-spectra Definition. An Ω-spectrum E is a sequence of spaces and base point preserving maps {En , σn : En → ΩEn+1 } such that σn is a (weak) homotopy equivalence. Given an Ω-spectrum E = {En } we get a cohomology theory by defining h−n (X) := [X, En ], where the right hand side indicates the abelian group of homotopy classes of maps. The coefficients of the theory are written π∗ (E), where πn (E) := h−n (S 0 ). It is natural to ask if every reduced cohomology theory comes from such a spectrum. The answer is given by the following (see [1] for a proof). Brown’s Representability Theorem. Every reduced cohomology theory on the category of based CW-complexes is represented by an Ω-spectrum. Example. • The sphere spectrum S = {S n } yields stable cohomotopy. • Let A be an abelian group, then the Eilenberg-Maclane spectrum HA is defined by (HA)n := K(A, n). The associated cohomology theory is singular cohomology with coefficients in A. • Complex K-theory is represented by ( BU × Z , n even Kn := U , n odd • Complex cobordism is represented by the non-Ω-spectrum M U . †



These are notes from a seminar on Lurie’s survey of elliptic cohomology [3]. All spaces will be based CW-complexes unless otherwise noted.
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The moduli problem Let M1,1 be the moduli stack of elliptic curves, i.e. Hom(Spec R, M1,1 ) = {Elliptic curves E → Spec R}. If φ : Spec R → M1,1 is `etale (more generally flat), then there is an associated elliptic cohomology theory Aφ , hence O : [φ : Spec R → M1,1 ] 7→ Aφ is a presheaf of cohomology theories over the stack of affine schemes equipped with an `etale map to M1,1 . This encodes the “universal elliptic cohomology theory.” To get an actual cohomology theory we need to take global sections Γ(M1,1 , O).



4 !



Cohomology theories don’t behave well under such a construction...there isn’t a good way to make sense out of global sections of such a presheaf. There is a sufficient theory for sheaves of spectra ([2]). Hence via Brown’s Representability we consider the following lifting problem. {Spectra}



{φ : Spec R →



5 k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k k  O / {Cohomology M1,1 }



theories}



4 !



Such a problem can be approached through obstruction theory, but in this case such a direct approach is infeasible. Hopkins and Miller realized that it may be easier to prove a stronger result. The idea being that an elliptic cohomology theory is multiplicative and that the desired lift should record this multiplicative structure as well. We formalize this in the language of E∞ -ring spectra. E∞ rings It turns out that for homotopy theory Ω-spectra don’t form a sufficiently nice category (e.g. they don’t have a nice model structure). Theorem. There exists a closed symmetric monoidal model category (S, ∧, S, λ, ρ, τ ) of spectra such that the homotopy category is Quillen equivalent to the classical stable homotopy category.
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Remark. The S is the sphere spectrum and is the unit with regards to the monoidal structure. There are several models for S for instance take Hovey, Shipley, and Smith’s symmetric spectra or Elmendorf, Kriz, Mandell, and May’s S-modules. Definition. • An A∞ -ring spectrum (in the future we will drop ‘spectrum’ and just use the term A∞ ring) is a monoid in S, i.e. an object A ∈ S and maps η : S → A and m : A ∧ A → A such that the following commute S ∧ AJ



η∧1



/



A∧A o



1∧η



1∧m



A∧A∧A



A∧S



JJ t JJ tt JJ tt m t JJ t λ J%  yttt ρ



m∧1







A∧A



m



A∧A



A



/



/







m



A



• An E∞ -ring is a commutative monoid in S, i.e. an A∞ -ring A such that the following diagram commutes A ∧ AF



FF m FF FF FF #



τ



/



A∧A



xx xx x xx x{ x m



A



The idea of an E∞ -ring A is that of a topological ring which is commutative up to a specified homotopy. That is, the following isn’t commutative A × AF



FF m FF FF FF #



τ



/



A×A



xx xx x xx x{ x m



A



but rather there is a continuous map ht : A×A×[0, 1] → A such that h0 = m and h1 = m◦τ. Further that A is E∞ means that h is not arbitrary, but satisfies some higher coherences up to more specified homotopies. Remark. • The commutative monoidal structure of an E∞ -ring yields a multiplicative cohomology theory. • π0 A is a commutative ring for A an E∞ -ring. • πn A is a module over π0 A. Definition. Let A be an E∞ -ring. An A-module spectrum is an object M ∈ S with a map µ : A ∧ M → M such that the following commute S ∧ ML



η∧1



/



A∧M



LL LL LL µ λ LLL  %



M



A∧A∧M m∧1



1∧µ



/



A∧M µ







A∧M



µ



/







M



Note that for M an A-module π∗ M = M −∗ (S 0 ) is a graded module over π∗ A.
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Definition. Let A be an E∞ -ring and M an A-module. M is flat if (i) π0 M is flat over π0 A; (ii) For each n, πn A ⊗π0 A π0 M → πn M is an isomorphism of π0 M -modules. Definition. A map A → B of E∞ -rings is flat if B is flat as an A-module. The new lifting problem Using the language of E∞ -rings, Hopkins and Miller restated the lifting problem as {E∞ -Rings}



{φ : Spec R →



i i4 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  O / {Multiplicative Cohom M1,1 }



theories}



An elliptic cohomology theory Aφ is multiplicative, but the representative spectra may not be E∞ , hence the lifting problem is nontrivial even over a single point in the moduli space. Theorem (Goerss, Hopkins, and Miller). There exists a commutative diagram {E∞ -Rings}



{φ : Spec R →



jj4 jjjj j j j jj OMDer jjjjj j j j j jjjj jjjj j j j jj jjjj  O / {Multiplicative Cohom M1,1 }



theories}



Further, OM Der is unique up to homotopy equivalence. Taking global sections (which is the homotopy limit of the functor) of OM Der gives a cohomology theory tmf[∆−1 ]. This theory is not elliptic, in fact, it is not even, nor has period 2. The object OM Der contains more interesting data than just its global sections. The point of [3] is to construct OM Der form the perspective of derived algebraic geometry and its connections to equivariant cohomology. Note also, that the theory tmf is obtained by replacing M1,1 by its Deligne-Mumford compactification M1,1 .
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